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Preface:
The basic elements of accountability and impact measurement

The basic elements of accountability and impact measurement are the foundation on which The Good Enough Guide was developed. The basic elements listed below were drawn up by representatives of the seven agencies of the Emergency Capacity Building Project at a workshop in Nairobi in February 2006.

Basic elements of accountability

At a minimum, humanitarian project staff should:

1. Provide public information to beneficiaries and other stakeholders on their organisation, its plans, and relief assistance entitlements.

2. Conduct ongoing consultation with those assisted. This should occur as soon as possible at the beginning of a humanitarian relief operation, and continue regularly throughout it. ‘Consultation’ means exchange of information and views between the agency and the beneficiaries of its work. The exchange will be about:
   • The needs and aspirations of beneficiaries
   • The project plans of the agency
   • The entitlements of beneficiaries
   • Feedback and reactions from beneficiaries to the agency on its plans and expected results
3. Establish systematic feedback mechanisms that enable:
   • Agencies to report to beneficiaries on project progress and evolution
   • Beneficiaries to explain to agencies whether projects are meeting their needs
   • Beneficiaries to explain to agencies the difference the project has made to their lives

4. Respond, adapt, and evolve in response to feedback received, and explain to all stakeholders the changes made and/or why change was not possible.

5. Explain methodology and limitations to all stakeholders, honestly, transparently, and objectively.

6. Use the information gathered to improve projects regularly and proactively.

**Basic elements of impact measurement**

Impact measurement means measuring the changes in people’s lives (outcomes) that result from a humanitarian project, striking a balance between qualitative and quantitative data. At a minimum, humanitarian project staff should:

1. Establish a basic description (profile) of affected people and related communities.
2. Identify desired changes, in negotiation with affected people, as soon as possible.
3. Track all project inputs and outputs against desired change.
4. Collect and document individual and community perspectives through participatory methods in order to:
   • Increase understanding of what change they desire
   • Help establish a baseline and track change
What is...?

**Impact measurement**

In *The Good Enough Guide*, ‘impact measurement’ means measuring the changes taking place as the result of an emergency project. It is not always easy to do this during an emergency response. But, at its simplest, impact measurement means asking the people affected, ‘What difference are we making?’ Their view of the project and its impact is more important than anybody else’s. That is why accountability processes, which aim to make sure that those people have a say at key stages of the emergency response, are essential.

**Accountability**

‘Accountability’ is all about how an organisation balances the needs of different groups in its decision-making and activities. Most NGOs have processes in place that will meet the accountability requirements of more powerful groups such as project donors or host governments. In *The Good Enough Guide*, however, accountability means making sure that the women, men, and children affected by an emergency are involved in planning, implementing, and judging our response to their emergency too. This helps ensure that a project will have the impact they want to see.

**A beneficiary**

The terms ‘people affected by emergencies’ and ‘beneficiaries’ as used in *The Good Enough Guide* include all members of these groups regardless of age, disability, ethnicity, gender, HIV and AIDS status, religion, sexual orientation, or social standing unless otherwise stated.
Why and how to use The Good Enough Guide

Questions that help identify what is working and what is not often go unasked during an emergency response. They are left instead to evaluators. As a result, information that could inform decision-making and save lives is sometimes discovered only after a crisis is over.

One way of discovering the difference or impact a project is making is to ask the women, men, and children caught up in the emergency. For years NGOs have been promising to ‘be accountable’ to them: to seek their views and to put them at the heart of planning, implementing, and judging our response to their emergency.

In practice, that is a promise that has proved hard to keep. A combination of factors – including lack of know-how, time, or staff, and the situation itself – too often make impact measurement and accountability no-go areas during emergency response.

In February 2006 field staff from seven international NGOs attended a workshop in Nairobi. They took a hard look at the reality of putting impact measurement and accountability into practice on the ground during an emergency. They agreed some core ideas or Basic Elements, shown on pages 1–3. This book, the tools, and the ‘good enough’ approach are the result.

The Good Enough Guide is intended for field-based project officers and managers. It aims to help them make impact measurement and accountability become part of the job. It draws on the work of international NGOs and inter-agency initiatives, including Sphere, ALNAP, HAP, and People In Aid. See page 55 for information about these initiatives.

The Guide does not replace the policies of individual NGOs or the common principles of inter-agency initiatives. It is not the last word on impact measurement and accountability. But, by sharing a few quick and simple approaches, The Good Enough Guide aims to help field-based staff ask two questions and use the answers to inform the work they do and the decisions they take:

What difference are we making?
How can we involve the women, men, and children affected by an emergency in planning, implementing, and judging our response?

How to use the Guide

You can read Sections 1–5 of the Guide separately or in sequence. Each Section includes links to suggested tools on impact measurement and accountability in emergencies. These tools are presented in Section 6.

Few of the tools are new. They have been adapted from the work of the Emergency Capacity Building Project and Humanitarian Accountability Partnership member agencies and from standard texts. They do not represent an exhaustive list. But the tools are collected here because field staff seldom have an opportunity to document or retrieve tools for impact measurement and accountability in the middle of an emergency response.

Remember that the ‘good enough’ tools are not blueprints. They are suggested rather than prescribed. Each can be used on its own or in conjunction with other tools. Use your own judgement, skill, and experience in deciding whether to use or adapt any tool.
Section 1: Involve people at every stage

Why?

It is important to involve as many stakeholders as possible in a project, including donors, local government officials, and other NGOs. But humanitarian codes, principles, standards, and mission statements stress that the women, men, and children affected by the emergency must come first. Accountability means providing them with timely and adequate information about an organisation and its proposed activities. It means making sure they have opportunities to voice their opinions, influence project design, say what results they want to see, and judge the results the project achieves. Evaluations say that involving people improves project impact. Humanitarians say accountability is also a fundamental right and value.

When?

International NGOs often assume everybody knows who they are and what they do. This is sometimes a mistake. Start providing public information about your agency as soon as situation and security allow. Similarly, aim to provide information as often as possible about project plans and the entitlements of women, men, and children affected by the emergency (including their entitlement to relief goods and accountability). Provide information at every stage of the project cycle until you have completed your exit strategy.

Remember that field staff still need appropriate training, advice, and support.

Taking the ‘good enough’ approach does not mean being second best: it means using simple solutions rather than elaborate ones. A tool that is ‘good enough’ today can – and should – be reviewed tomorrow, in the light of needs, resources, or a security situation that has changed.

Last but not least, using the ‘good enough’ approach means selecting tools which are safe, quick, and easy to use in the context in which you are working.

Questions to help test whether a tool is ‘good enough’ include:

- Can we use this tool without endangering field staff and the people affected by the emergency?
- Does it meet essential requirements in this context at this time?
- Is it realistic?
- Do we have the resources – time, staff, volunteers, and money – to use it?
- Is it useful for those applying it?
- Is it as simple as necessary?
- Have we referred to widely accepted humanitarian values, standards, and guidelines?
- Will it be ‘good enough’ tomorrow? When will we review our use of this tool?
How?

Use whatever means are locally available, including notice boards, meetings, newspapers, and radio broadcasts, to provide public and project information in local languages. Make sure staff, particularly new staff, are briefed about your agency and your work (Tool 1). Check how information reaches women as well as men during needs assessment and monitoring and that women, children, and other people affected by the emergency are not excluded. Test your accountability using Tool 2.

Use the ‘good enough’ approach and your knowledge of the local situation, resources, and security to help decide what other tools to use. Sections 2–5 give further suggestions on how to involve people throughout the response.

Involving people and providing information in Sri Lanka

In Ampara, soon after the 2004 Asian tsunami, we created a programme committee. We held a big public meeting, and asked people to identify 15 volunteers to support the work. We did the analysis with these volunteers.

For transparency, we put up the beneficiaries’ list on a public notice board with the criteria used to select them. We gave the community one week to look at the list and raise complaints. In Batticaloa, we did the same thing.

We are bringing out a 4-page leaflet about our work so people will know about us.

Source: Cherian Mathew, Oxfam GB Sri Lanka

Suggested tools

Tool 1 How to introduce your agency: a need-to-know checklist ➤ p30

Tool 2 How accountable are you? Checking public information ➤ p32

Tool 3 How to involve people throughout the project ➤ p34

Tool 14 How to say goodbye ➤ p53
Section 2: Profile the people affected by the emergency

Why?

Establish a basic profile of the population to help decide who is most in need of your assistance. Women and men will be affected differently by the emergency. Some people will be at greater risk than others, because of their age, disability, ethnicity, social status, or religion.

Basic information about the population is essential to help you begin making decisions about your response. Agencies that respond without starting to assess who is affected and in what way may offer assistance which is unnecessary, inappropriate, or fails to reach the most vulnerable.

When?

Humanitarian agencies need to act quickly when lives are in imminent danger. Do not wait until you have perfect information about the people affected. But do start building a profile of those affected as early as possible during the needs-assessment phase. Continue to update your information and add to it as the situation changes and when you find out more.
Every emergency is different. Slow-onset disasters may allow more time for assessment. But in conflict or sudden-onset emergencies, collecting information can be difficult and dangerous for field staff and beneficiaries. That makes it very important for staff to know what secondary information is already available. Secondary information can come from:

- Your local field staff
- Your agency’s files
- Another organisation, for example, the government, the United Nations, a local or international NGO

Government and United Nations agencies, for example, are likely to hold statistical data on the area affected by the emergency.

Nevertheless, in most emergencies it is possible to involve at least some beneficiaries directly before your response starts. Profiling can be repeated when time allows and access is easier.

Assessment teams should include both women and men: an all-male team will find it difficult to assess female vulnerability. The team should talk to women as well as men and assess the needs of other groups at additional risk such as children (Tool 8). Staff should try to cross-check the information they receive whenever possible, in order to test its accuracy.

Aim to co-ordinate assistance with local and international NGOs where possible: conduct joint assessments, capitalise on local resources, share information and decisions, and/or identify gaps.

**Suggested tools**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool 4</th>
<th>How to profile the affected community and assess initial needs ➤ p36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tool 5</td>
<td>How to conduct an individual interview ➤ p38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 6</td>
<td>How to conduct a focus group ➤ p40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 7</td>
<td>How to decide whether to do a survey ➤ p42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 8</td>
<td>How to assess child-protection needs ➤ p43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Involving people affected by an emergency before humanitarian response starts**

During sudden crises there is an imperative to act quickly. But it is always possible to speak to some affected people. Given time constraints, only a few interviews will be possible, so interviewees must be carefully selected.

The first step is to identify areas most affected, using secondary information and key informants. Secondly, the most vulnerable groups are selected through rapid, on-the-spot consultation with different stakeholders. Finally, random sampling is used to select individual and group informants.

Each of these three steps can be done in less than an hour, though with more time the accuracy of the process will be improved.

Agencies should not delay the initial deployment of resources until perfect information is received. But they should adjust activities as the quality of information improves. Assessment and implementation must run in parallel.

Section 3: Identify the changes people want to see

Why?

People affected by an emergency are the best judges of their own interests. The changes they want to see are important indicators of the difference a project is likely to make and the impact it will have. When beneficiaries are enabled to identify those changes and contribute to decision-making, project impact is likely to be greater. Conversely, when people are not involved, a response can miss its mark, leave out vulnerable groups, waste money, and add to suffering.

People who have been involved in designing a project are more likely to feel it is theirs and to take responsibility for it. That is particularly important when NGOs supply equipment, for example water pumps and latrines, that requires long-term maintenance by the community.

When?

Pressure from media, donors, and governments can be overwhelming at the start of a response. It can push agencies into making promises and commitments they may be unable to keep. But ask people affected as soon as possible how they feel and what they want to see happen as a result of the project. It is their home, their family, and their world that have been turned upside down.

Consultation does not mean a one-off meeting after all the big decisions have been made by others. It means communicating timely and relevant information
to help people make decisions, negotiating throughout the project cycle, and being open and realistic about what your agency can and can’t do.

**How?**

Use more than one method of consulting people if possible: for example, a village meeting (Tool 3) plus focus group (Tool 6), in order to reach different people. Hold separate discussions to find out what particular groups within the community want. Don’t assume that traditional figures of authority speak on behalf of women, children, older people, or other potentially vulnerable or marginalised groups.

Use consultation to start developing quantitative and qualitative indicators that are important for the community (Tool 10). Keep a basic written record of your discussions, the needs identified, and the indicators set (even if donors don’t ask you to). Use these records to help measure change and impact, document important lessons learned, and inform project staff and project activities (Tool 11).

**Consult people about what they want to see as soon as possible**

Governments, NGOs, and private contractors moved fast to start providing temporary houses for homeless families after the 2004 tsunamis. But they rarely involved affected families in the planning discussions. In the worst cases, some houses were poorly designed, proved impossible to live in, and had to be demolished.

In a pilot scheme in Sri Lanka, Oxfam held planning workshops with homeless women and men. Oxfam used global standards and indicators developed by the Sphere Project. Its field staff also agreed local house size, design, materials, and construction in discussions with affected families before building began.

Source: Ivan Scott, Oxfam GB

**Suggested tools**

- Tool 3 How to involve people throughout the project ➤ p34
- Tool 5 How to conduct an individual interview ➤ p38
- Tool 6 How to conduct a focus group ➤ p40
- Tool 10 How to start using indicators ➤ p45
- Tool 11 How to hold a lessons-learned meeting ➤ p48
Section 4:
Track changes and make feedback a two-way process

Why?
Keep track of goods and services delivered in order to find out how well project activities are running. But also invite feedback, including complaints, from people affected by the emergency, to see if the project is achieving the changes they want to see. Make feedback a two-way process. Report to beneficiaries on progress against indicators and about the issues they raise.

Tracking changes and establishing two-way feedback are essential for:

• Making decisions and improvements
• Identifying gaps, new needs, and possible problems
• Giving staff support and a response to their work
• Making sure money is well-spent
• Keeping the community and other stakeholders informed and involved
• Demonstrating accountability

Feedback can be positive or negative, but complaints mean that things may have gone wrong. A complaints and response mechanism is necessary for impact, accountability, and learning. It is essential for identifying any corruption, abuse, or exploitation.

When?
Tracking, feedback, and reporting to people affected by the emergency should take place as often as possible throughout the project. It is particularly important
when field staff turnover is high: it helps maintain continuity and a common understanding of project focus. A complaints and response system should be in place as soon as possible at the start of the project (Tool 12).

How?

Use project records to help prepare questions that track progress and changes against indicators already set. If no indicators have been developed with the community, use feedback as an opportunity to do so.

Collect and record both individual and community views of the project. Make sure that different groups within the community are able to give feedback in separate groups if necessary. Co-ordinate with other local and international NGOs where possible, sharing information or inviting them to take part in your lessons-learned meetings (Tool 11).

Don’t collect more information than you can analyse and use. Report as often as you can to committees and groups affected and to other significant stakeholders. Use photos, film, and displays if possible to show changes that have taken place since the project started. What is progress against the indicators set? What are you learning from feedback and complaints?

If your report is based on limited information, perhaps from a single village or focus group, be transparent and explain why this is so. Are there any changes or delays to the project? Explain the reasons. After your report, give people an opportunity to talk back.

Suggested tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tool 6</td>
<td>How to conduct a focus group</td>
<td>p40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 9</td>
<td>How to observe</td>
<td>p44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 10</td>
<td>How to start using indicators</td>
<td>p45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 11</td>
<td>How to hold a lessons-learned meeting</td>
<td>p48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 12</td>
<td>How to set up a complaints and response mechanism</td>
<td>p49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 13</td>
<td>How to give a verbal report</td>
<td>p52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tracking beneficiary feedback in Darfur

Medair staff asked 800 patients at ten clinics in west Darfur to give them feedback about the services provided.

After a clinic visit, each patient put a disc with a smiley or not-so-smiley face into one of three different containers. The disc indicated level of satisfaction with 1) waiting time, 2) staff conduct, and 3) quality of information about medicines prescribed.

By counting the smiles and frowns, staff could quickly gauge levels of satisfaction and turn these into percentages. The percentages could act as quantitative indicators to check change in satisfaction levels in the future.

Source: Rebekka Meissner, Zachariah Ahmed Adam, and Robert Schofield, Medair
Section 5: Use feedback to improve project impact

Why?

Tracking, feedback, and reporting help field teams learn what is working and what is not working during the project. Mistakes can have serious consequences for people affected by an emergency. Sharing lessons and taking action in the course of the project means good practice can be replicated and not-so-good practice rectified as soon as possible.

When?

Analyse, summarise, and feed the information from tracking and beneficiary feedback into planning meetings as soon as possible. If information from this process is not used, collecting it is a waste of time and resources for staff and beneficiaries.

Take urgent action before scheduled planning meetings if necessary, for example if monitoring discloses any of the following: evidence of poor quality, risk to staff or beneficiaries, or allegations of corruption or sexual abuse. Share success and credit at the end of the project or when handing it over to the community.

How?

Do use the information collected through feedback or when tracking progress against indicators to inform project decisions and changes. Tool 12 and the box on page 27 are evidence of how monitoring and complaints mechanisms can identify gaps and improve project impact and coverage.
Think about the frequently asked questions or complaints you have received: can you include the answers in need-to-know lists for field staff (Tool 1) or information sheets for people affected by the emergency?

Consider inviting beneficiaries to a lessons-learned meeting. Keep a written record of discussions that lead to significant project changes and the reasons for making them. Share progress reports with beneficiaries (Tool 13). Don’t forget to say goodbye at the end of the project. Share success, lessons learned, and credit with the community. Mark the end of the project with appropriate formality, courtesy, and celebration (Tool 14).

### Suggested tools

**Tool 1**  How to introduce your agency: a need-to-know checklist  ➤ p30
**Tool 11**  How to hold a lessons-learned meeting  ➤ p48
**Tool 12**  How to set up a complaints and response mechanism  ➤ p49
**Tool 13**  How to give a verbal report  ➤ p52
**Tool 14**  How to say goodbye  ➤ p53

---

### Using feedback from children to try to improve impact

The C-SAFE project in Southern Africa involves CARE, Catholic Relief Services, World Vision, and Adventist Development & Relief Agency International (ADRA). Its ‘Listening to Children’ exercise in Zimbabwe was set up to monitor a school feeding programme and understand food insecurity from the children’s perspective.

Staff of C-SAFE used individual interviews and focus groups. Five schools from each district in Zimbabwe were selected. Three children from each class were interviewed every month. There were separate focus groups for the oldest girls and boys. In all, 5000 children were interviewed.

Findings went beyond quantitative indicators about the children (age, height, weight), important as these are. C-SAFE found that many of the interviewees’ classmates could not pay the small fee charged by schools to cover the cost of preparing the food. In some cases children had been barred from eating the food and in other cases they had been prevented from attending school.

While the fees were necessary for some schools, analysis revealed that fees were doing more harm than good. C-SAFE therefore consulted local government officials and head teachers on how to remove the fees or soften the requirements, and at the same time raised extra funds for the neediest schools.

Source: Consortium for Southern Africa Food Security Emergency, September 2005
Section 6: Tools

List of tools

**Tool 1**  How to introduce your agency: a need-to-know checklist  30
**Tool 2**  How accountable are you? Checking public information  32
**Tool 3**  How to involve people throughout the project  34
**Tool 4**  How to profile the affected community and assess initial needs  36
**Tool 5**  How to conduct an individual interview  38
**Tool 6**  How to conduct a focus group  40
**Tool 7**  How to decide whether to do a survey  42
**Tool 8**  How to assess child-protection needs  43
**Tool 9**  How to observe  44
**Tool 10**  How to start using indicators  45
**Tool 11**  How to hold a lessons-learned meeting  48
**Tool 12**  How to set up a complaints and response mechanism  49
**Tool 13**  How to give a verbal report  52
**Tool 14**  How to say goodbye  53

Using the ‘good enough’ tools

Remember: using the ‘good enough’ approach means selecting tools which are essential, safe, quick, and easy to use in the situation in which you are working. The tools are not blueprints. They are suggested not prescribed. These are not the only tools. Use your own experience and judgement in deciding whether to use a particular tool, when to use it, and how to adapt it for the time and place you are working in.

Questions that can help you test whether a tool is ‘good enough’ include:

- Can we use this tool without endangering field staff and the people affected by the emergency?
- Does it meet essential requirements in this context at this time?
- Is it realistic?
- Do we have the resources – time, staff, volunteers, and money – to use it?
- Is it useful for those applying it?
- Is it as simple as necessary?
- Have we referred to widely accepted humanitarian values, standards, and guidelines?
- Will it be ‘good enough’ tomorrow? When will we review our use of this tool?
Tool 1:
How to introduce your agency:
a need-to-know checklist

This checklist can be used to help make sure field staff know the answers to questions they are likely to be asked by beneficiaries, government officials, and others. You can use it at the start of a project or in conjunction with Tool 11 to brief new staff.

Who are we?
1. What is an NGO?
2. What is our mandate?
3. Why is our agency here?
4. Where do we get the money?

Our aim
5. What can we do for people affected by the emergency in relation to:
   a) Water and sanitation
   b) Shelter
   c) Livelihoods
   d) Public health promotion
   e) Other kinds of project
6. Why do we do this rather than other things?

The project and the community
7. What is our project area?
8. Who decided?
9. Who was involved in deciding project activities?
10. What is the plan for the whole project?
11. How long will it last?
12. Who are the beneficiaries?
13. Why were some people chosen and not others?
14. Who was involved in deciding who the beneficiaries should be?
15. How does the project work? How are beneficiaries involved?
16. What will beneficiaries contribute?
17. What will we contribute?
18. What do the materials cost us?
19. What is the progress this month? What is the plan for next month?
20. What are the main challenges for technical staff this month?
21. What are technical staff doing to address these challenges?
22. What exactly will beneficiaries receive?
23. When will they receive it?

Dealing with problems or complaints
(see also Tool 13)

24. If something goes wrong with the project what can people do?
25. If there is a problem with a community leader or community member working with us, what can people do?
26. If there is a problem with one of our staff (corruption, fraud, bad behaviour), what can people do?

Other organisations and the government
27. Which other NGOs are working in the project location?
28. What do they do?
29. What government assistance is available? How do people access it?
30. What other problems are people having? (For example, being displaced, no access to land, not being able to meet government officials to resolve problems.)

Tool 2:
How accountable are you?
Checking public information

This tool can help you check whether you are providing people affected by the emergency with basic information about your agency and the project. By asking people what information they have received, you can check how they see you and whether you are providing the information they need at the right time in the right way.

This tool can be used at different stages during the project: at the start to help you explain who you are and what your agency can do (see also Tool 1); after significant changes, for example, if the level of food ration is cut; and at the end of a project as part of your exit strategy.

For field team members

Have you provided the checklist information (opposite) to beneficiaries and their representatives in an accessible way?

For people affected by an emergency

Have you received the checklist information (opposite) from project staff?

---

Checklist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic information</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Background information about the NGO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Details of the current project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Project contact information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Reports on project implementation | |
|-----------------------------------| |
| 4 Regular reports on project performance | |
| 5 Regular financial reports | |
| 6 Information about significant project changes | |

| Opportunities for involvement | |
|-------------------------------| |
| 7 Dates and locations of key participation events | |
| 8 Specific contact details for making comments or suggestions | |
| 9 Details of how to make complaints about the NGO’s activities | |

Tool 3: How to involve people throughout the project

This tool suggests ways of informing, consulting, involving, and reporting to people affected by an emergency at every stage of the project. It was originally developed for use in villages in Aceh. It can be adapted for other sites too.

Before assessment
- Determine and clearly state the objectives of the assessment
- If you can, inform the local community and local authorities well before the assessment takes place
- Include both women and men in the project team
- Make a list of vulnerable groups to be identified during the assessment
- Check what other NGOs have done in that community and get a copy of their reports

During assessment
- Introduce team members and their roles
- Explain the timeframe for assessment
- Invite representatives of local people to participate
- Create space for individuals or groups to speak openly
- Hold separate discussions and interviews with different groups, for example: local officials, community groups, men, women, local staff
- Ask these groups for their opinions on needs and priorities. Inform them about any decisions taken.
  Note: If it is not possible to consult all groups within the community at one time, state clearly which groups have been omitted on this occasion and return to meet them as soon as possible. Write up your findings and describe your methodology and its limitations. Use the analysis for future decision-making.

During project design
- Give local authorities and community, including the village committee and representatives of affected groups, the findings of the assessment
- Invite representatives of local people to participate in project design
- Explain to people their rights as disaster-affected people
- Enable the village committee to take part in project budgeting
- Check the project design with different groups of beneficiaries
- Design a complaints and response mechanism

During project implementation
- Invite local community, village committee, and local authorities to take part in developing criteria for selection of beneficiaries
- Announce the criteria and display them in a public place
- Invite the local community and village committee to participate in selecting beneficiaries
- Announce the beneficiaries and post the list in a public place
- Announce the complaints and response mechanisms and forum for beneficiaries to raise complaints

During distribution
- If recruiting additional staff for distribution, advertise openly, e.g. in newspaper
- Form a distribution committee comprising the village committee, government official(s), and NGO staff
- Consider how distribution will include the most vulnerable, such as disabled people, elderly people, and other poor or marginalised groups
- Give the local authority and local community a date and location for distribution in advance where safety allows
- List items for distribution and their cost and display this list in advance in a public place
- In order to include people living a long way from the village or distribution point, consider giving them transport costs
- In order to include vulnerable people, such as pregnant women, for example, distribute to them first
- Ensure people know how to register complaints

During monitoring
- Invite the village committee to take part in the monitoring process
- Share findings with the village committee and community

**Tool 4:**

**How to profile the affected community and assess initial needs**

This tool can help you profile an affected community. It can be used in conjunction with Tool 5 and Tool 6 and repeated as the situation changes.

**Suggested questions**

1. What is the background of the affected group(s)? Are they from an urban or rural background?

2. What is the approximate number of people affected and their demographic characteristics? (Include a breakdown of the population by sex, and children under five. Include numbers of 5–14-year-olds, pregnant and lactating women, and those aged 60 and over, if data are available.)

3. Who are the marginalised/separated people in this population group (for example, female-headed households, unaccompanied children, disabled, sick, elderly, ethnic minorities, etc.). Do they have specific needs? How have they been affected by the current crisis?

4. Are there particular family, ethnic, religious, or other groupings among the affected people? Are any groups particularly hard to access?

5. Who are the key people to contact/consult? Are there any community members or elders leading the people affected by the emergency? Are there organisations with local expertise (for example, churches, mosques, or local NGOs) that can be part of decision-making?

6. What are the biggest risks, in terms of health and protection against violence, faced by the various groups of people affected by this emergency and what agency is addressing them?

---

**How have women been affected? Do they have specific needs?**

‘In the early stages in Gujarat our distribution teams were almost exclusively male. The SPHERE guidelines prompted us to send an all-female survey team into earthquake-affected communities to talk to women. As a result, we developed a hygiene kit for women and got funding for 23,000 kits.’

‘The immediate relief operations in Sri Lanka were largely gender-blind. Few organisations considered providing women with sanitary needs, underwear or culturally appropriate clothing. The needs of pregnant or breastfeeding mothers were not sufficiently catered for.’

Source: Srodecki (2001); IFRC (2005)

Tool 5: How to conduct an individual interview

Individual interviews can be used during assessments or surveys. An individual interview can mean a ten-minute conversation during an informal visit or a longer and more structured discussion, using a series of questions on a particular topic. Whatever the case, focus on essential information and build your interview around current concerns, for example, profiling and needs assessment, tracking changes, or seeking feedback.

Aim to interview people at times that are safe and convenient for both staff and interviewees. The time your interviewee has available should determine how long your interview lasts. Make sure that people understand why you wish to talk to them and what you will do with the information they share. Never use people’s names when using information without their express permission or that of their guardian.

Start with questions that are factual and relatively straightforward to answer. Move on to more sensitive issues, if necessary, only when the person you are interviewing is more at ease.

Make sure people know that you value their time and participation. Don’t end the interview too abruptly. Take responsibility for the effect on your interviewee if sensitive issues are discussed.

Record, store, and use information safely.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Some ‘Do’s’ for interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Do try to make sure you have a good translator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Do locate elders/leaders first, explain who you are and what you are doing, and ask their permission to interview.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Do ask individuals’ permission to interview them; for example, ‘Is it OK if I ask you a few questions about the conditions here?’ Thank them afterwards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Do try to prioritise discussions with women and children, and other people likely to be experiencing particular difficulty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Do try and interview at least three families in each location in order to cross-check the information you are receiving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Do make sure that you include people at the edge of a camp or site where you may find the poorest families living, quite literally, on the margins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Do avoid large crowds following you around if possible, since this is likely to intimidate interviewees and interviewers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Tool 6:**

**How to conduct a focus group**

If possible, conduct a few focus groups and compare the information you are collecting from these and other sources.

**What is a focus group?**

Six to twelve people are invited to discuss specific topics in detail.

The focus group can bring together people who have something in common. They may share a particular problem, or be unable to speak up at larger meetings (for example, younger people, women, or minority groups), or are people only peripherally involved in the community, such as nomads. It is best not to have leaders or people in authority present – interview them separately.

**Why only six to twelve people?**

In a larger group:

- Speaking time will be restricted and dominant people will speak most
- The facilitator will have to play more of a controlling role
- Some members of the group will become frustrated if they cannot speak
- Participants will start talking to one other rather than to the group as a whole
- The group may stop focusing and start talking about something else

**What do you need?**

- An experienced facilitator: a native speaker who can lead, draw out the people who are not talking, and stop others from talking too much
- Time to prepare open-ended questions and select focus-group members
- One, sometimes two, people to note in writing what is said
- A common language
- A quiet place where the group will not be overheard or interrupted
- To sit in a circle and be comfortable

- Shared understanding and agreement about the purpose of the discussion
- Ground rules, for example: everyone has a right to speak; no one has the right answer; please don’t interrupt
- Permission from the group to take notes (or maybe use a tape recorder)
- About one to one-and-a-half hours and some refreshments

**What happens?**

- The facilitator makes sure everyone has a chance to speak and that the discussion stays focused
- The note-taker writes notes
- At the end of the session, the facilitator gives a brief summing up of what has been said in case someone has something to add
- The facilitator checks that the written record has captured the main points and reflected the level of participants’ involvement in the discussion.

Tool 7:

How to decide whether to do a survey

Surveys can be used to collect information from large numbers of people before, during, or after a project. Surveys are useful tools but can be complex and resource-intensive in practice. Before deciding if you are ready to conduct a survey, think about some of the advantages and disadvantages.

Surveys: some advantages and disadvantages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A survey can provide specific information about a lot of people in a short time.</td>
<td>Only a short time can be spent with each person so the information you receive about them may be limited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information from some of the people can be used to make plans for all the population.</td>
<td>You will also need time to analyse and use all the information collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The methods and forms used to collect information must be standardised so that results can be reliably compared (for example, see Tool 8).</td>
<td>The people selected may be easy to get to or willing to co-operate but not necessarily representative of the population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A survey requires careful consideration beforehand in order to determine what information can be obtained, from whom, how, and when.</td>
<td>These methods may produce superficial information. Interviewees may give the answers they think you want to hear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A large amount of information can be obtained cheaply if unpaid or volunteer staff are used.</td>
<td>Time may be scarce. If people's way of life is not fully understood then the information they provide may prove misleading.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Tool 8:

How to assess child-protection needs

This basic checklist can be used in the different areas in which you work or plan to work. It can be further adapted to assess protection needs for other vulnerable groups too. See pages 59–62 for other resources and checklists.

1. Are there any reported cases of children:
   - killed in this disaster
   - injured
   - missing?

2. Are there groups of children without access to:
   - food
   - water
   - shelter
   - health care
   - education?

3. Have these cases been reported? To which organisation?

4. Are there any reported cases of
   - separated children
   - families with missing children
   - children sent away to safe places?

5. Have families generally moved as a group?

6. Are there groups of children living together without adults? Do they include children less than five years of age?

7. Are there individual adults who have assumed care responsibility for a large group of children?

8. List any organisations taking care of separated children.

9. Are there other serious protection and care concerns for girls not already identified above?

10. Are there other serious protection and care concerns for boys not already identified above?

11. Which organisations are working on child-protection issues in the area?

**Tool 9:**

**How to observe**

In some situations, informal observation may be all you can do and ‘good enough’ when making an assessment or tracking changes.

‘I look to see if people are moving into houses. I ask if they feel safe. Are they smiling? Are they happy? I look to see if children are going back to school.’ (John Watt)

**Observing people:**

**some tips and possible problems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tips</th>
<th>Possible problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explain why you want to observe people at the site, and how the information you collect will be used. Request permission from the people living there.</td>
<td>Observing people may affect their normal behaviour and routines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invite people living there to observe the site with you.</td>
<td>If an observer knows the people being observed well, this may make it hard for him/her to be unbiased.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give observers brief training and support. Agree the information you want to collect through observation.</td>
<td>Involving many observers can result in many different opinions and interpretations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afterwards, compare notes and pool observations as soon as you can. Record your findings in writing and use them.</td>
<td>Findings that are not recorded immediately will be less reliable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Tool 10:**

**How to start using indicators**

Your agency may have its own approach to indicators. If not, this introduction can help you start to develop ‘good enough’ indicators with people affected by an emergency.

Indicators are numbers or statements that help measure, simplify, and communicate changes and impact.

Quantitative indicators use numbers, qualitative indicators use words or pictures. Both types of indicator are necessary. For example, a quantitative indicator may tell you the number of children receiving rations; a qualitative indicator can tell you how satisfied they are with the food.

Use the ‘good enough’ approach when thinking about indicators:

- Find out if the project already has some indicators
- Don’t develop too many new ones: use as few as possible
- Try to have a balance of quantitative and qualitative indicators
- Collect only the information you need most
- Check that a preferred indicator really will measure the change desired
- After using your indicators to track changes, analyse and use this information in decision-making

**Sphere indicators**

The ‘good enough’ approach recognises the need to refer to widely accepted standards. Sphere provides the best-known indicators of humanitarian impact. They create a ‘common language’ and enable comparison between projects.

Sphere acknowledges that indicators may be modified in certain contexts. In the case below an agency explains why it could not deliver the recommended 7–15 litres of water per person per day. When indicators cannot be met, it is important to be transparent, to record reasons during assessment and impact monitoring and, if possible, to advocate so that indicators can be met.
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Ethiopia project

In a drought project in Ethiopia in 2000 we delivered water to over 400,000 people. We delivered approximately 5 litres per person per day instead of the recommended 15 litres. That was beyond donor and logistical capacities. We clearly stated that we were delivering water only for consumption and cooking.

Sudan project

In a water project in south Sudan, project staff gauged success using a Sphere indicator that measured the distance of the water point from the community.

But in the same project the community measured success by counting the number of girls going to school. When the water point was nearer the community, the girls took their buckets to school and picked up the water on the way home.

How did people feel about the changes in their community as a result of the water supply close by and the fact that girls could go to school? An example of how to measure satisfaction is shown in the box on page 23.

Indicators of change

Wherever possible, involve women, men, and children affected by the emergency in deciding the changes they want to see. Ask community members at a meeting, workshop, or in individual discussion about what they hope to see when the project has been completed. Hold separate meetings for women and for other groups.

Ask people affected about what will happen if the project is a success. ‘Imagine the project is finished. How will people benefit? How will it affect your life? What will you see happening?’ People’s response to these questions helps give you the indicators you need to track progress and change.

Indicators of change developed by a community:

- may or may not be compatible with other indicators
- may seem illogical to outsiders
- may not be applicable in other emergencies or other communities
- may not be time-bound
- may not enable comparison between projects

However, they are a way of making sure project staff look through the eyes of beneficiaries, enable people to express their views, and take into account their experience and wishes.

Tool 11:
How to hold a lessons-learned meeting

Purpose
- For project staff to meet and to share project information
- To build agreement on the activities you are carrying out
- To build agreement on the changes you aim to make
- To document key information and decisions and act on them

You will need
- Your accountability adviser, if you have one
- One person to act as facilitator
- Another person to record in writing key findings, comments, and decisions

Questions for project staff
1. Which people are you working with?
2. Which of these people are particularly vulnerable?
3. Who have you spoken to since the last meeting?
4. What have you learnt from them?
5. Who have you cross-referenced findings with?
6. How do findings compare with your meeting records and/or baseline data?
7. What needs are beneficiaries prioritising?
8. How does this relate to your current activities?
9. What is working well?
10. What is not working well?
11. What results are/should you aim to achieve and how?
12. What do you need to do to improve impact?

When meetings are held regularly, with key findings, comments, decisions, and dates noted, this can help you update project information and measure project impact. It is particularly important to try to do this during the early stages when you are busy responding, when staff turnover may be high, and when teams have little time to set up systems.

From written communication with Pauline Wilson and staff at World Vision International (adapted).

Tool 12:
How to set up a complaints and response mechanism

Feedback can be positive or negative; complaints mean that things may have gone wrong. Receiving complaints and responding to them is central to accountability, impact, and learning.

Information
- Tell people how to complain and that it is their right to do so.
- Use staff and notice boards to give information about complaints processes
- Be clear about the types of complaint you can and can’t deal with
- Know your agency’s procedures on abuse or exploitation of beneficiaries
- Explain details of the appeals process

Accessibility
- Make access to the complaints process as easy and safe as possible. Consider:
  - How will beneficiaries in remote locations be able to make complaints?
  - Can complaints be received verbally or only in writing?
  - Is it possible to file a complaint on behalf of somebody else (owing to their illiteracy, fears for their personal safety, inability to travel, etc.)?

Procedures
- Describe how complaints will be handled.
  - Develop a standard complaints form
  - Give the complainant a receipt, preferably a copy of their signed form
  - Enable an investigation to be tracked and keep statistics on complaints and responses
  - Keep complaint files confidential. Ensure discussion about the complaint cannot be traced back to the individual complainant
  - Know your agency’s procedures for dealing with complaints against staff
Response

Give beneficiaries a response to their complaint.
- Make sure each complainant receives a response and appropriate action
- Be consistent: ensure similar complaints receive a similar response
- Maintain oversight of complaints processes and have an appeals process

Learning

Learning from complaints and mistakes.
- Collect statistics and track any trends
- Feed learning into decision-making and project activities

A complaints and response mechanism in action

Medair responded to the Kashmir earthquake in October 2005 with emergency shelter and non-food items. The team soon realised it needed a mechanism to address constant queries and complaints. One hour a day was dedicated to dealing with complaints at the main project base. This was the only time Medair would receive complaints.

A complainant could speak to the Administrator or Office Manager. If possible, complaints were resolved informally. Otherwise, office staff completed a complaints form and passed this to an Assessment Team in the field. Complaints about staff members were investigated by the Project Manager at each base.

Most complaints came from earthquake survivors who had not received a shelter. They also came from people outside Medair’s own project area. In those cases Medair lobbied the responsible agency. Sometimes, if nothing happened, Medair provided help itself. If a complaint investigated by an Assessment Team was upheld, the beneficiary received assistance, depending on Medair’s resources.

A spreadsheet recorded the numbers of complaints from each village, and how many complaints had been dealt with. This enabled project staff to assess progress and to integrate complaints into project planning.

By the end of the emergency phase, Medair had dealt with approximately 1600 complaints, 70 per cent of all those it had received. Not all complaints could be investigated because by March 2006 Medair had used up its project funds. Checking more households would raise false expectations. Also, five months after the earthquake, most homes had been rehabilitated. Of the complaints investigated 18 per cent were upheld. Complaints about staff led to dismissal for three who had given preferential treatment to their tribal or family members.

The complaints mechanism saved Medair teams significant time in field and office and in identifying gaps in coverage. By using this mechanism Medair helped 290 families whose needs would otherwise have been overlooked.

Medair was new to Pakistan and the complaints and response mechanism helped compensate for limited local knowledge. By the end of the project, communities would contact Medair about any discrepancy they saw in its distributions, confident that the agency would take appropriate action.

From written communication with Robert Schofield and John Primrose, Medair (adapted).
**Tool 13:**

**How to give a verbal report**

Even when people affected by the emergency have participated throughout the project, some people will know more about it than others. Here are some tips for giving a verbal report about the project to the community in general.

**Keep it short**

Don't hide information but aim to help people remember the main points about what has happened.

**Think what people need to know**

Prepare a verbal presentation that suits people's needs.

**Emphasise key points**

If you can, use posters, quotes, photos, slides, tables, and charts.

**Encourage participation**

A Question & Answer session, a panel, or a short play can help.

**Encourage people to say what they think**

People may have conflicting views of the project and the changes it is making. Think ahead about how you will deal with these different views.

**Listen and be tactful**

Try to maintain a good atmosphere and good relationships between people, especially if they express different views. Try to end the discussion on a positive note.


---

**Tool 14:**

**How to say goodbye**

This tool can help ensure that your agency's departure at the end of the project is smooth and transparent. The people who have been involved in your project, including beneficiaries, staff, and local partner agencies and authorities, should know what is happening and why.

Define in detail communication needs and activities. These may include:

1. Writing a letter to staff followed by group and individual meetings
2. Writing an official letter about project closure for regional, district, and village leaders, including elders and informal leaders
   - Follow letters with face-to-face briefings
   - Put a copy of the letter to village leaders on information boards
3. Using a Question & Answer sheet to guide staff when communicating with beneficiaries about end of project
4. Planning for the conduct of exit meetings with communities
5. Reporting on project achievements and learning
6. Writing a letter to other NGOs and partners
   - Follow with face-to-face briefings and meetings
7. Holding focus groups and/or house-to-house visits to reach women and vulnerable groups who may be unable to attend formal meetings
8. Using posters and leaflets, including formats appropriate for less literate people
9. Inviting feedback/comments on project activities
10. Collecting stories about successful work and positive community interaction
    - Give these back to the community; for example have a photo exhibition during handover
11. Supporting appropriate cultural activities or celebration when projects are handed over to the community
12. Evaluating exit communication activities and recording lessons learned

From T. Gorgonio (2006) 'Notes on Accountable Exit from Communities when Programmes Close', Oxfam GB Philippines (internal, adapted).
Section 7: Other accountability initiatives

The Good Enough Guide draws on the work of numerous organisations, including aid-sector initiatives ALNAP, HAP International, People In Aid, and Sphere. For more information see the links below.

ALNAP

ALNAP was established in 1997 following a multi-agency evaluation of response to the Rwanda genocide. ALNAP members include organisations and experts from across the humanitarian sector, including donor, NGO, Red Cross/Red Crescent, UN, and independent/academic organisations. ALNAP is dedicated to improving the quality and accountability of humanitarian action by sharing lessons, identifying common problems and, where appropriate, building consensus on approaches. www.alnap.org

HAP International

The Humanitarian Accountability Partnership was founded in 2003 by a group of humanitarian agencies committed to making their work more accountable to disaster survivors. HAP membership requires a formal commitment to uphold HAP’s Principles of Accountability developed through five years of action research and field trials. The HAP Accountability and Quality Management Standard comprises a set of auditable benchmarks that assure accountability to beneficiaries. HAP’s Manual of Accountability includes sections of The Good Enough Guide. www.hapinternational.org
People In Aid

Established in 1995, People In Aid is a global network of development and humanitarian assistance agencies. It helps organisations enhance the impact their projects make through better management and support of staff and volunteers. The People In Aid Code of Good Practice comprises seven principles defined by indicators. Commitment to the Code can be verified at regular intervals by an external social auditor. Since 2001 compliance with the Code has been recognised through the award of People In Aid quality marks.

www.peopleinaid.org

Sphere

Sphere was launched in 1997 by a group of humanitarian NGOs and the Red Cross/Red Crescent Movement. It has developed a handbook which includes a Humanitarian Charter, Standards for four sectors (Water/Sanitation and Hygiene Promotion; Food Security; Nutrition and Food Aid; Settlement and Non-Food Items and Health Services) plus Standards common to all sectors. The Charter and Standards contribute to an operational framework for accountability in disaster assistance. The handbook is revised regularly in consultation with users. The most recent revision was published in 2004 and the next is due in 2009.

www.sphereproject.org

Section 8:
Sources, further information, and abbreviations

The references given in this section have been organised according to the Section of the Guide to which they relate. ‘Sources’ include all documentation from which material has been drawn, and ‘Further information’ points the reader to further useful resources on particular topics. All Internet addresses given were last accessed in December 2006.

Involve people at every stage (Section 1)

Sources:


Profile the people affected by the emergency (Section 2)

Sources


Further information


Oxfam (no date) ‘Background Information: Checklist for Rapid Assessments In Emergencies’, (internal).


Walden, V. M. (no date), ‘Focus group discussion’, Oxfam GB (internal).


Further information


Identify the changes people want to see (Section 3)

Sources


Clark, Margarita, Save the Children, interview.

Clarke, Nigel, interview.


Further information


Track changes and make feedback a
two-way process (Section 4)

Sources


Wilson, Pauline, written communication.

Further information


Use feedback to improve project impact (Section 5)

Sources


Miller, Auriol, interview


Further information


Abbreviations

ALNAP The Active Learning Network for Accountability and Performance in Humanitarian Action

C-SAFE Consortium for Southern Africa Food Security Emergency

ECB The Emergency Capacity Building Project

HAP Humanitarian Accountability Partnership International

NGO Non-governmental organisation
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